
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

STAFF REPORT 
 
 
 
 
 
SUBJECT: Reasonable to Meet Criteria     
 
 
MEETING DATE: November 14, 2006  AGENDA ITEM:  4          
 
 
STAFF CONTACT: Sarkes Khachek, Michael Powers 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Review Reasonable to Meet Criteria and consider clarifications of definition. 
 
 
SUMMARY: 
 
Background 
 
Per the Transportation Development Act (TDA), the Santa Barbara County Association of 
Governments (SBCAG) is required to administer and conduct the annual Transit Needs 
Assessment for Santa Barbara County.  The process is required to determine the transit needs 
of Santa Barbara County residents prior to the distribution of TDA funding to jurisdictions for 
transit or non-transit purposes such as streets and roads projects.  
 
If it is determined that an unmet transit need is reasonable to meet within a jurisdiction, then that 
jurisdiction must set aside TDA funding to rectify that need through new or expanded transit 
service prior to using TDA funding for non transit purposes.  If it is determined that there are not 
any unmet transit needs within a jurisdiction that are reasonable to meet, then that jurisdiction 
can use TDA funding for non-transit purposes. 
 
The assessment begins with an extensive public outreach process that provides the opportunity 
for residents to submit requests for new or expanded transit service.  These requests for service 
are analyzed per the definitions of ‘unmet transit need’ and ‘reasonable to meet.’ (See 
Attachment 1) 
 
If a request is determined to be an unmet transit need then it is analyzed per the ‘reasonable to 
meet’ definition which includes six criteria.  The need must meet all six criteria to be deemed 
‘reasonable to meet.’ 
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All requests for new or expanded service are reviewed by the Santa Barbara County Transit 
Advisory Committee (SBCTAC).  Once the assessment has been reviewed by SBCTAC, a 
recommendation is made to the SBCAG Board regarding the assessment conducted for that 
year. 
 
Challenges in applying the ‘Unmet Transit Needs’ Definitions 
 
Per a recommendation from the 2005 Transit Needs Assessment, SBCTAC began the process 
of reviewing the definitions of ‘unmet transit need’ and ‘reasonable to meet’ to address concerns 
raised during the assessment. 
 
The review process included the creation of a definitions subcommittee of SBCTAC that met 
regularly and reviewed concerns with the current SBCAG definitions as well as definitions used 
by other regional transportation planning agencies.  Revisions were made to both the ‘unmet 
transit needs’ and ‘reasonable to meet’ definitions and were adopted by the SBCAG Board in 
January 2006.  The newly adopted definitions were used to evaluate requests for new or 
expanded transit service as part of the 2006 Transit Needs Assessment.   
 
During the 2006 assessment, staff identified some challenges relating to analysis used in 
criteria to determine if a need was reasonable to meet.  These challenges related to projecting 
ridership and operating cost data as well determining the most appropriate comparisons for 
measuring a new services farebox recovery ratio as is required per the ‘reasonable to meet’ 
definition. 
 
SBCTAC acknowledged these challenges and as part of their recommendation for approval of 
the 2006 Transit Needs Assessment included the recommendation to revisit the definitions of 
‘unmet transit need’ and ‘reasonable to meet’ prior to the commencement of the 2007 
assessment.  The recommendation by SBCTAC was as follows: 
 

- Discuss and consider new approaches to projecting operating costs and new ridership 
estimates that are used to assess the objective of reasonable to meet for new services. 

 
- Revisiting the definition of Reasonable to Meet, more specifically relating to the criteria 

included in the definition in determining reasonableness.  For example, in determining 
the viability of new services in an urban area should the overall threshold for fare box 
recovery be the existing system wide fare box or the target for fare box recovery which is 
20% for urban areas.  

 
During these discussions, the transit operators also requested that SBCTAC review the 
definitions is associated with language in the TDA statute (Section 99268.8) not requiring new 
extension of services to meet any farebox recovery ratio requirements for a minimum of two 
years from start of service.  The narrative included in the statute is as follows: 
 

Section 99268.8 – Exemption for Extension of Services 
 

‘The required ratios of fare revenues to operating cost prescribed by this article shall not 
apply to an extension of public transportation services until two years after the end of the 
fiscal year in which the extension of services was put into operation.  As used in this 
section, “extension of public transportation services” includes additions of geographical 
areas or route miles, or improvements in service frequency or hours of service greater 
than 25 percent of the route total, or the addition of new days of service, and for transit 
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service claimants also includes the addition of a new type of service, such as a van, taxi, 
or bus.’ 

 
Section 99268.8 has an impact on evaluating the “extension” of services by a provider such as 
adding substantial new service via adding a new day of service or introducing a new community 
or neighborhood to a service area within a system that already exists.  According to the section, 
these types of improvements are exempt from being assessed within the whole farebox of a 
system.    Some examples of prior year’s requests that would be included within this category 
are as follows: 
 

- Sunday Service on Santa Maria Area Transit 
- New Service from Garey/Sisquoc to Santa Maria operated by the County 
- Reverse Commute service on the Clean Air Express 
- Expanded Breeze service to Santa Ynez Valley 
- Expanded Santa Ynez Valley Transit service east of Highway 154 

 
This statute enables transit operators to exclude the cost of these new service extensions in 
their calculation of farebox recovery and removes a potential impediment to receiving the 
maximum amount of TDA funds due to an operator. 
 
This provision does not mean SBCAG should adopt this exclusion as it might force an operator 
to provide a new service extension that has expected low ridership and farebox recovery. 
 
DISCUSSION: 
 
At the October 2006 SBCTAC meeting, staff presented the committee with the previously 
mentioned issues for consideration.  The committee discussed the items and felt it was 
appropriate to review Criteria 4 and 6 of the ‘reasonable to meet definition’ prior to the 
commencement of the 2007 process.  This staff report responds to that request. 
 
REASONABLE TO MEET DEFINITION: CRITERIA 4  
 
In Criteria 4 of the ‘reasonable to meet’ definition, the farebox recovery ratio (FBR)1 of a 
requested service is projected for a three-year period and considered separately from the 
systemwide FBR for which it would belong to (See Attachment 2).  The farebox recovery of the 
new service is then compared to and shall not vary by more than 20% of the average farebox 
recovery ratio for the type of service provided by the operator.  (It is important to note that 
Criteria 4 is not applied to requested services that cannot be compared to another service 
because similar services do not exist.) 
 
For example, if the farebox recovery ratio for a new urban service is projected to be 10% at the 
end of the first three years of service and the farebox recovery ratio for a similar service is at 
20% then the new service would not meet Criteria 4 of the ‘reasonable to meet’ definition.  (See 
calculation below)   
 
 Projected FBR = 10% 
 FBR for similar type service = 20% 
 20%-10%=10% 

10% divided by 20% = 50% 
                                                 
1 The Farebox Recovery Ratio for a service is ratio of fare revenue received to the cost to operate the service. 
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 Since 50% is greater than 20%, the need is not reasonable to meet. 
 
‘Type of service’ can have multiple meanings.  The need to determine the most appropriate 
comparison is important because many existing services are currently at various farebox 
recovery ratios.   
 
Three options that are possible include: 
 

1. The target farebox recovery ratio for the type of service as recommended per the 
Transportation Development Act; i.e. urban : 20%, rural : 10% 

 
2. The existing system wide farebox recovery ratio; i.e. City of Lompoc Transit : 14% 
 
3. The farebox recovery ratio for a similar type of route within the entire system 

 
 
Option Description Pro’s Con’s 

1 

TDA defined farebox recovery 
ratio requirements 
Urban area service: 20%  
Non-urbanized area or Rural 
service: 10% 

Mandated measure by the 
Transportation Development 
Act 

Not all transit systems are currently 
meeting farebox recovery ratios 
required by TDA and now services 
could lower this even more. 

2 

Current systemwide farebox 
recovery ratio 
Varies by operator and based 
on most recently audited 
operating year 

A new service is compared to 
the system of which it would 
belong to and not held to TDA 
farebox requirements. 

A transit system is experiencing a 
very high farebox recovery but a 
new service is not.  Or a system 
could be experiencing a very low 
fare recovery based on TDA 
measures. 

3 

Farebox recovery ratio of a 
similar type of route within the 
system 
Varies by type of route and by 
system 

A new service doesn’t have to 
be compared to an entire 
system’s farebox recovery 
ratio. 

- Difficult to acquire data. 
- Specific routes are not always 
reflective of entire system 

 
 
Option 1 – TDA defined farebox recovery ratio requirements 
Option 1 is derived from requirements per the Transportation Development Act (Section 
99268.5): ‘an operator in the county shall maintain a ratio of fare revenues to operating cost…at 
least equal to one-fifth (20%) if serving an urbanized area or one-tenth (10%) if serving a non-
urbanized area.’    
 
Traditionally, a new service would be held to the same farebox recovery measure as is required 
for an operator’s entire system.  The challenge with this option is that not all operators currently 
meet the TDA required farebox recovery ratio.  So it is in appropriate to require a new route’s 
farebox recovery ratio meet a TDA requirement if the current system of which it would belong to 
is not meeting the requirement itself. 
 
Serious questions are raised when service additions are found reasonable to meet if the existing 
system is not achieving its minimum farebox recovery standard.  Should this be a fatal flaw if no 
new services are reasonable to meet if the overall system farebox recovery ratio is less than 
20% for urban service?  If a system is already not meeting the required farebox ratio, then how 
appropriate is it to include a new route or service that could potentially lower the farebox 
recovery ratio further and obligate the agency to use more local funds to meet the TDA match 
requirements?   
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Option 2 – Current systemwide farebox recovery ratio 
With Option 2, a new service’s farebox recovery ratio would be compared to the current farebox 
recovery ratio for the system which it would belong to.  For example, say the new service is an 
urban fixed route within a jurisdiction and the current farebox recovery ratio is not at 20%, but at 
12%.   
 
The new service would have to have a projected farebox recovery ratio that did not vary by 
more than 20% of the existing systemwide farebox recovery ratio within 20% of 12% to meet 
Criteria 4.  Thus under this scenario a new service would have to have a projected farebox 
recovery ratio within the range of 9.6% or 14.4%. 
 
Using Option 2 is a reasonable comparison of a new service to the overall system which it 
would belong to.  However, under that scenario, a new service is not considered viable based 
on farebox recovery ratio requirements per TDA. 
 
Option 3 – Farebox recovery ratio of a similar type of route within the system 
Under Option 3, a new service or route would be compared to a similar type of route within the 
system which it would belong to and not to the overall systemwide farebox recovery ratio.  For 
example, an operator is experiencing a farebox recovery ratio of 25%, but a route similar to the 
one a new service would be compared to is experiencing a farebox recovery ratio of 10%.   
 
The new service would need to have a projected farebox recovery ratio within 20% of 10% 
instead of having to be within 20% of 25%.  Thus under this scenario a new service would need 
to have a projected farebox recovery ratio within the range of 8% to 12%.  Having a farebox 
recovery ratio in that range wouldn’t necessarily be deemed successful. 
 
In another scenario, the systemwide farebox recovery ratio for an operator is at 12%, but a 
similar route to which a new route would be compared is experiencing a fairly high farebox 
recovery ratio of 40%.  To be within 20% of the 40% farebox recovery ratio the new route would 
need to be projected to have a FBR within the range of 32% to 48% to be deemed reasonable 
to meet. 
 
Additionally, there might be requests for Saturday or Sunday services.  Projected ridership 
levels for weekend service are lower compared to weekday service.  It is an industry standard to 
assume that Saturday ridership would be half the level of weekday service.  Sunday service is 
assumed to half of Saturday ridership levels.  With decreased levels of service on the weekend, 
some services could potentially have much lower farebox recovery. 
 
However, experience shows that lack of available data may often preclude this option since data 
for specific routes within a transit system are not always available and specific routes are not 
always reflective of the broader farebox recovery ratio for the entire system.  An additional issue 
is finding a comparable route either within the system or from another system.   
 
REASONABLE TO MEET DEFINITION: CRITERIA 6 
 
As previously mentioned, the committee expressed concern for which target farebox recovery 
ratio should be used when assessing the reasonableness in Criteria 6; i.e. 10% for rural service, 
15% for rural to urban or vice versa, or 20% for urban service. 
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Staff was cognizant that certain service requests would have to be assessed using the most 
appropriate farebox measure based on the geographic area(s) the service would serve.  This 
was applied to requests in 2006 Transit Needs Assessment when appropriate and will continue 
to be used in future assessments. 
 
To address this concern, one option is to modify Criteria 6 to add the 15% targeted farebox 
recovery ratio for services that serve both urban and non-urbanized areas.  Criteria 6 would 
read as follows (addition in bold): 
 

6. The proposed service is projected to reach a 20% fare box recovery within 3 years, 10% 
in non-urbanized areas providing rural services, 15% in urban to non-urbanized areas 
or non-urbanized to urban areas, and projected to show continuous progress toward 
meeting the fare box recovery ratio within 3 years. 

 
 
PROJECTING OPERATING COST AND RIDERSHIP DATA 
 
During the 2006 Transit Needs Assessment, staff encountered challenges in determining the 
most appropriate methods in assessing whether an unmet transit need is reasonable to meet.  
The challenges related to projecting operating costs and ridership figures for new or expanded 
services.  In some cases the data to analyze the information is not available in a timely manner 
and in other cases the representative examples are too limited.  Therefore in selecting the 
criteria the data must be available in a timely manner and representative of existing situations. 
 
Operating Costs 
 
Many variables are included in calculating the operating cost of a new or expanded service, 
such as fuel costs, overhead (staff time) and maintenance costs.  As part of the 2006 Transit 
Needs Assessment, staff was able to use projections included in local operator’s transit plans 
for operating costs as well as ridership for local fixed route systems.  For other requested 
services, staff used a flat line projection of operating costs. 
 
Some methods for projecting operating cost data vary from using the Consumer Price Index 
(CPI) or using recent historical averages for similar routes or transit systems. 
 

- Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a measure of the average change over time in the 
prices paid by urban consumers for a market basket of consumer goods and services.  
CPI is one of the most commonly used measures of how goods and services have fared 
over a period of time.  The nearest CPI for an urban area is the Los Angels area.  Staff 
would apply the Los Angeles Area CPI covering a certain period of time to a base 
operating cost figure reflective of similar services. 

 
- Historical Averages of a Service’s Cost Figures would involve analyzing operating 

cost data for a certain period of time based on most recent data, three or five years is an 
example.  The data would be taken from annual TDA claims submitted by operators for 
Local Transportation Funds.  The average increase or decrease in cost per year would 
be applied to a base year figure and projected three years in advance as required in the 
‘reasonable to meet’ definition.  An example of data from a recent TDA claim is included 
as Attachment 3. 
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Ridership 
 
Projecting ridership levels for a new or expanded service is vital to determine whether a service 
can be viable and meet an appropriate level of performance.  Projected ridership in the 2006 
Transit Needs Assessment was conservative with estimates either based on similar existing 
services, projected ridership from local transit plans, or based on number of requests received 
through the public outreach process.   
 
The first challenge is determining the base figure to be used for projecting ridership which is 
followed by determining the appropriate factor to project for future years. 
 

- Historical Averages of Services would include applying a transit system’s average 
growth over a period of time and applying to a base year figure to estimate ridership over 
a three year period.  Ridership data would have to be provided by local operators and 
would be based on the most recent complete fiscal year of ridership data. 

 
- Percent of Person Trips between locations would involve analyzing annual daily 

traffic figures between two jurisdictions or destinations within a jurisdiction and assuming 
a certain percentage of those trips would represent potential riders on a transit system. 
Percent of transit trips can be based on 2000 Census data or the SBCAG travel model. 

 
Of course, as time progresses and as the general public learns of a new service, changes to 
projected ridership are expected.  While there are various factors that may have some effect on 
ridership, not all of them are measurable.  Projecting ridership is an estimate based on available 
data and information regarding potential growth or travel patterns. 
 
Attachments: 
 
Attachment 1: Definitions of ‘unmet transit need’ and ‘reasonable to meet’ 
Attachment 2: Example of ‘reasonable to Meet’ analysis from 2006’ Transit Needs Assessment 
Attachment 3: Santa Maria Area Transit TDA Claim for 2006-07 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
 

UNMET TRANSIT NEEDS DEFINITION 
An unmet transit need is the expressed or identified need of the community for additional public transportation 

services to meet existing basic mobility needs which are not currently being met through the existing system of public 

transit services or private transportation services.  Included, at a minimum, are those public transportation or 

specialized services which are identified in the Regional Transportation Plan, short-range transit plan, and/or transit 

development plan that have not been implemented or funded. 

 

If an expressed or identified need is determined by SBCAG to be an “operational issue”, it shall not be considered to 

be an unmet transit need.  Requests that do not require an identifiable additional increment of service will generally 

be considered operational.  Issues such as, but not limited to, the adequacy of location of bus stops, minor route 

improvements, marketing, and service reliability will generally be considered operational. 

 

The identified needs must be for the system of general public transit services.  All eligible users of a given service 

should have equivalent access or opportunity to use the service. 
 

REASONABLE TO MEET CRITERIA 

An identified unmet transit need shall be determined to be “reasonable to meet” if SBCAG determines that the transit 

service will be in general compliance with the following criteria: 

 

1. Can be implemented consistent with the transportation improvement priorities, policies and performance 

standards contained in the Regional Transportation Plan, the transit development plan, or the short-range 

transit plan for the area. 

 

2. Can be implemented safely and in accordance with local, state, and federal laws and regulations. 

 

3. Excluding the first three years of operation, the additional transit service shall not cause the system of which 

it is a part to fail to meet systemwide performance standards including: 

  

a.  the operator’s ability to maintain the required fare to operating cost ratio; 

b.  the estimated number of passengers carried per service hour for proposed service shall be in the range 

of other similar services provided; and 

c.  the estimated subsidy per passenger shall be equivalent to other parts of the transit system. 

 

4. When the additional transit service is considered separately, both the fare to operating cost ratio and the 

estimated subsidy per passenger shall not vary by more than 20% from the average for the type of service 

provided by the operator. 

 

5. The proposed service would not cause claimant to incur expenses in excess of the maximum allocation of 

TDA funds. 
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6. The proposed service is projected to reach a 20% fare box recovery within 3 years, 10% in non-urbanized 

areas providing rural services, and projected to show continuous progress toward meeting the fare box 

recovery ratio within 3 years. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
 

SERVICE EXPANSION    
Estimated Farebox Recovery Ratio To Expand SYVT service East of Highway 154 
    
 FY 06/07 FY 07/08 FY 08/09 
Total Operating Cost Per Bus Hour (Actual 
SYVT: FY 04/05) 

$51.22 $51.22 $51.22 

Total Hours (12 hours X 250 days) 3000 3000 3000 
Total Operating Cost for New Service $153,660 $153,660 $153,660 
    
Total Passengers Per Hour  2 2 2 
Total Hours  3000 3000 3000 
Average Fare Per Passenger (Based on 
SYVT figures for FY 04/05) 

$1.34 $1.34 $1.34 

Total Revenue from New Service $8,040.00 $8,040.00 $8,040.00 
    

Criteria #6: Does the Proposed Service 
reach a 15% Farebox Recovery within 3 
years? 

5.23% 5.23% 5.23% 

    

Farebox Recovery Ratio for Systemwide 
Service (Based on Actual FY 04/05 for 
SYVT) 

10.50% 10.50% 10.50% 

    

Criteria #4: When it is considered 
separately, does the Farebox Recovery 
for the additional service vary by more 
than 20% from the average for the type 
of service provided by the operator? 

50.17% 50.17% 50.17% 

    
    
    
Reasonable to Meet Criteria Test Does it pass?   
Criteria 1 Yes   
Criteria 2 Yes   
Criteria 3 Yes   
Criteria 4 No   
Criteria 5 Yes   
Criteria 6 No   
    
Not Reasonable to Meet based on Criteria 4 and 6  

 



skhachek
Attachment 3: SMAT TDA Claim




